More Profit in Retailing Beer
Urges Attractive Prospects

Prosperous plans to blossom out into chain organizations through customers anxious to share in hydrosol profits—stock offered as low as five bucks a share.

NEW YORK, Aug. 12.—Prosperous establishments whose earnings apparently have been greatly enhanced through the sale of 3.2 and who plan to branch out with additional spots are distributing folders to their respective patrons, offering "prosperity accompanying the return of beer", and will feature dancing girls, platform trottons. There will be a Barbary Coast with revues and celebrated musical organizations. By the end of this month there will be 100,000 of these stock folders being distributed to customers at a low price to enable everyone to buy at least one share.

Topping the current bill are Pearl and Valdez-Peggy, known in many parts of the country as the "working-class" entertainment.